
Continue 
your garden 
adventure
WITH STIHL POWER TOOLS

Offers valid from 01/09/2020 - 31/12/2020

CHAINSAWS
FROM €269

BLOWERS
FROM €299

GET A SECOND 
BATTERY HALF 
PRICE*
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INSIDE: SEE OUR LATEST CORDLESS RANGE

ms 170 petrol chainsaw €269 BGA 56 petrol blower €299
*AVAILABLE ON SELECTED 
CORDLESS TOOLS ONLY





MS 170

MS 251 MS 400 c-m

br 600

msa 120 c-b bga 57

bg 56

MS 180
petrol chainsaw

petrol chainsaw MAGNESIUM PISTON 
chainsaw

backpack blower

cordless chainsaw
set

cordless blower
set

petrol blower

petrol chainsaw

SAVE €30

SAVE €150 SAVE €150

SAVE €118

SAVE €64 SAVE €63

SAVE €128

SAVE €46

was €299

NOW€269 €299
was €345

NOW

€629 €1089
was €779 was €1476

NOW NOW

€299
was €427

NOW €749
was €867

NOW

NEW

€430
was €494

NOW €349
was €412

NOW
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PETROL
CHAINSAWS FOR 
HOMEOWNER & 
LANDOWNER

STIHL chainsaws combine innovative technology 
with high power, optimum ergonomic design and 
low weight. These properties minimize the
burden for man and the environment.

Perfect for cutting firewood 
and garden maintenance. 
Bar length 12/14”.

was €299

30.1cc  .  1.2kw  .  4.1kg

NOW€269

MS 180 petrol chainsaw

Compact chainsaw for cutting 
firewood and property maintenance. 
Bar length 12/14”.

31.8cc  .  1.4kw  .  4.1kg

€299

MS 181 c-be petrol chainsaw

An advanced saw for cutting 
firewood and garden maintenance. 
Bar length 12/14”.

31.8cc  .  1.5kW  .  4.6kg

€419

MS 211 petrol chainsaw

Low vibrations, good cutting 
speed and plenty of power. 
Bar length 14/16”.

35.2cc  .  1.7kW  .  4.3kg

€439

was €345

NOW

was €499

NOW

was €548

NOW

SAVE €30

SAVE €46

SAVE €80

SAVE €109

MS 170 petrol chainsaw
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MS 231 petrol chainsaw

General purpose saw. 
Bar length 14/16/18”.

42.6cc  .  2.0kw  .  4.8kg

€539

MS 251 petrol chainsaw MS 391 petrol chainsaw

Ideal chainsaw for larger jobs 
at home or on the property.
Bar length 16/18”.

Easy-to-manage, high-torque 
chainsaw for improved performance. 
Bar length 18/20”.

45.6cc  .  2.2kw  .  4.8kg 64.1cc  .  3.3kw  .  6.2kg

€629

MS 271 petrol chainsaw

Powerful heavy duty saw ideal 
for farm and commercial work.
Bar length 16/18/20”.

50.2cc  .  2.6kW  .  5.6kg

€699

MS 291 c-be petrol chainsaw

Reliable chainsaw for farmers, 
landscapers and gardeners. 
Bar length 18/20”.

55.5cc  .  2.8kW  .  6.2kg

€839

€799

NEW 
20” RS PRO BAR

NEW 
18” RS PRO BAR

was €667

NOW

was €779

NOW

was €865

was €1819

NOW

NOW

SAVE €227SAVE €150

SAVE €241SAVE €128

SAVE €166

SAVE €420

was €1080

was €1026

NOW

NOW

MS 500i
FUEL INJECTION CHAINSAW
79.2cc  .  5.0kw  .  6.2kg

The best power-to-weight ratio on the market, and the 
simplest operation. Ideally suited to arboriculture and 
harvesting and processing large timber. Lightweight 
design and outstanding acceleration. Bar length 18” 
(ES)/ 20” (ES)/ 25” (ES Light Bar).

€1,399chain & engine OIL see pages 18-19
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MS 400 c-m
MAGNESIUM PISTON CHAINSAW

STIHL m-tronic (m)
Takes external conditions 
such as temperature, 
altitude and fuel quality 
into account.

decompression valve
A semi-automatic valve that’s part 
of the easy starting system. It must 
be pressed manually before starting, 
but then closes automatically.

side chain tensioner
The tensioning screw can be found 
on the side of the chain saw through 
the sprocket cover. This removes the 
need for contact with the sharp saw 
chain.

STIHL 2-mix engine
High torque over a wide speed range. 
Provides fuel savings of up to 20% and  
exhaust emissions are reduced by up to  
50%

STIHL h2d filter
The HD2 filter in our chain-
saws guarantees consistent 
performance – even in ex-
treme conditions. The filter 
keeps very fine dust and 
dirt away from the engine.

STIHL Antivibration system
Significantly reduces vibrations at the handles.

the world’s first chainsaw with a magnesium piston.

66.8cc  .  4.0kw  .  5.8kg

Easy-to-manage, high-torque chainsaw for 
improved performance. Designed for forestry 
and arb professionals. The magnesium piston 
is 14% lighter than the aluminum piston in the 
MS 362 C-M, helping to ensure rapid
acceleration. Bar length 16/18/20”.

€1,089

STIHL ElastoStart
The compression shock is taken away 
from the user’s joints and muscles.

NEW

was €1476

SAVE €387

The MS 400 C-M has an impressive power-to-weight ratio 
of 1.45 kilograms per kilowatt, making it ideal to use when 
working in the forest, especially over prolonged periods.
The MS 400 C-M features STIHL’s latest M-Tronic 3.0 
technology which has STIHL’s simple re-calibration pro-
cedure and an improved HD2 filter, which all help deliver 
optimum performance from the saw at all times.



PETROL handheld
blowers &
vacuums



BG 56 PETROL BLOWER

Powerful hand held blower. Quickly clears leaves 
and grass cuttings. Ideal for general clear up 
jobs around the home and garden.

27.2cm3  .  71m/s  .  700m3/h*  . 4.1kg

€299

SH 86 c-e PETROL BLOWER/VACuum

Increased vacuum power and shredding 
performance that will blow you away. 
Fuel efficient and operator-friendly, 
this shredder vac easily converts into a 
handheld blower. €439

BG 86 PETROL BLOWER

Very powerful hand held blower. Clears large 
areas of leaves and grass, suitable for use in 
very dusty areas, thanks to the new HD2 filter.

€389

was €427

NOW

was €612

NOW

SAVE €173

SAVE €100

SAVE €128

was €489

NOW

27.2cm3  .  63m/s  .  755m3/h*  . 4.4kg

27.2cm3  .  45L  .  810m3/h  . 5.8kg

For homeowners, caretakers,
landscapers and professional 
workers.

Powerful, efficient and very 
comfortable to use.

petrol blowers

*with round nozzle

*with round nozzle



PETROL
BACKPACK
BLOWERS
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BR 430 BackPack BLOWER

Dependable power that professionals 
need to complete tough jobs.

BR 450 c-EF backpack BLOWERBR 700 backpack BLOWER

BR 800 c-e backpack BLOWERBR 600 backpack bLOWER

High performance backpack 
blower with ElectroStart for simple 
restarting of the blower.

Ultra high-performance professional 
backpack blower. High blowing force, 
low weight.

Most powerful professional blower 
from STIHL. Excellent power to 
weight ratio. 

Powerful backpack blower. 
Superb power to weight ratio. 

€749€799

€899€749

€629

was €936was €910

was €1019was €867

NOWNOW

NOWNOW

SAVE €187

SAVE €187SAVE €111

SAVE €120SAVE €118

was €816

NOW

63.3cm3  .  2.9kw  .  1.7L  . 10.2kg

63.3cm3  .  2.9kw  .  1.7L  . 11.5kg64.8cm3  .  2.8kw  .  1.4L  . 10.8kg

79.9cm3  .  3.2kw  .  2L  . 11.7kg

p r e m i u m

64.8cm3  .  2.8kw  .  1.4L  . 10.2kg

Good service means personal service. 
That’s why you can only get STIHL products from 
a trained STIHL Authorised Dealer. They can 
provide you with competent advice, professional 
servicing and total customer care in all respects.

Backpack blowers are mainly used for 
effectively and efficiently clearing fallen 
leaves, grass or waste paper from public 
areas or large private estates.



When you buy a promotional STIHL cordless 
AK or AP set with a tool, recommended batteries and charger.

Get a second battery half price 



BGA 100 CORDLESS BLOWER msa 160 c-bq CORDLESS chainsaw

msa 140 CORDLESS chainsaw setmsa 161 T arborist chainsaw

A professional, hand held blower for 
gardeners and contractors. This well 
balanced, low noise blower makes for 
comfortable use over long periods. 
Recommended battery AR 3000 L.

Cordless chainsaw with outstanding cutting 
power. Perfect for property maintenance, 
horticulture, cutting firewood and sawing 
work in enclosed areas. Recommended 
battery AP 200.

Lightweight cordless chainsaw for grounds 
maintenance and straightforward manual 
jobs. Soft handle, quick and convenient 
chain change, QuickStop super chain brake 
& high cutting performance.

Top-handle cordless chainsaw for professional 
use. High chain speed, increased motor 
performance and features a side-lock 
trigger button for added safety. 
Recommended battery AP 200.

€459

12” €479

36v  .  75m/s  .  17n  . 2.5kg

36v  .  2.5m/s  .  105cm3  . 2.1kg

Battery RUN TIME

Ak 30 UP TO 45 MINS

10/12” €375

10/12” €439

battery/charger not included!

battery/charger not included! battery/charger not included!

tool only

tool only tool onlyFeatures four performance
levels through a variable 
speed throttle trigger.

Top-handle cordless arborist 
chainsaw for professional use.

Delivers 36-volts of power
from its commercial-grade, 
high-torque brushless motor.

Zero exhaust emissions and high performance:
STIHL offers a complete line of battery-powered
blowers and chainsaws for homeowners
and professional users alike. 

Chainsaw Set Includes:
1x MSA 140 chainsaw

1x AK 30 batteries
1x AL 101 charger

www.stihl.ie 13

36v  .  10/12” .  209cm3  . 2.7kg

36v  .  12” .  2.6kg



BGA 57 CORDLESS BLOWER set

MSA 120 C-B CORDLESS CHAINSAW set

BGA 86 CORDLESS BLOWER set

msa 220 c-b CORDLESS chainsaw set

STIHL’s new lightweight cordless 
blower with improved balance and 
better blowing performance. Ideal 
for domestic users. Perfect for 
clearing jobs around the garden.

Perfectly suited to pruning back 
small branches around the garden. 
Lightweight, superbly balanced & 
an impressive run time means you 
can work longer to get the 
job done.

Very powerful handheld cordless 
blower that is easy to use and 
comfortable to operate. Perfect 
for professional use in large, urban 
areas.

The most powerful STIHL cordless 
chainsaw. Perfect for landscapers, 
councils, farmers, forestry workers, 
loggers and private users. This 
chainsaw can also be used in the 
rain, perfect for Irish climate.

€349

12” €430

€789

16” €926

was €412

was €494 was €1046

NOW

NOW NOW

SAVE €63 SAVE €120

SAVE €64 SAVE €120

36v  .  55m/s  .  9n  . 2.3kg

36v  .  12”  .  110cm3  . 2.7kg

36v  .  69m/s  .  15n  . 2.8kg

36v  .  16” .  209cm3  . 3.6kg

Blower Set Includes:  
1x BGA 57 blower
2x AK 20 batteries
1x AL 101 charger

Chainsaw Set Includes:
1x MSA 120 C-B chainsaw
2x AK 20 batteries
1x AL 101 charger

Blower Set Includes: 
1x BGA 86 blower
2x AP 300 S batteries
1x AL 300 charger

Chainsaw Set Includes:
1x MSA 220 C-B chainsaw
2x AP 300 S batteries
1x AL 300 charger

NEWNEW

Battery RUN TIME

AP 300 S UP TO 26 MINS

Battery RUN TIME

AP 300 S UP TO 48 MINS

Battery RUN TIME

Ak 20 UP TO 35 MINS

Battery RUN TIME

AK 20 UP TO 22 MINS

STIHL’s lightweight blowers are a breeze 
to use and can power through cluttered 
yards and walkways without hesitation.

14

was €909

NOW



hta 65 CORDLESS pole pruner hta 85 CORDLESS pole pruner

Lightweight, yet powerful, cordless 
pole pruner for grounds maintenance, 
orchards and professional tree mainte-
nance. Good cutting performance, 
low-vibration and quiet for use in urban 
areas. Recommended Battery AP 200.

Cordless pole pruner with telescopic shaft. 
Lightweight and powerful with good 
cutting performance, low vibration 
and quiet for use in urban areas. 
Recommended battery AP 300.

36v  .  105cm3  .  1/4” PM3  . 3.1kg 36v  .  105cm3  . 1/4” P PM3  . 4.5kg

€569 €679

Low-maintenance and environmentally 
responsible option for professionals and 
homeowners. 

Has all the same features as the HTA 65, 
but telescopes up to 12 feet for those tall
tree-trimming tasks.

battery/charger not included! battery/charger not included!
tool only tool only

www.stihl.ie 15

CORDLESS
POLE
PRUNERS



Batteries & 
chargers

THE AK SYSTEM

Battery technical spec Price BGA 57 MSA 120 c-b msa 140 c-b

Ak 10 0.8Kg  .  36V  .  72Wh €89 . . .

AK 20 1.2Kg  .  36V  .  144Wh €127 Up to 22 mins Up to 35 mins .

AK 30 1.3Kg  .  36V  .  180Wh €172 . . Up to 22 mins

Battery technical spec price msa 160 c b-q msa 161 t hta 65

Ap 200 1.3Kg  .  36V / 4aH  .  187Wh €169 Up to 42 mins Up to 42 mins Up to 42 mins

THE AP SYSTEM

Battery technical spec price hta 85

ap 300 1.8Kg  .  36V / 6aH  .  227Wh €229 Up to 55 mins

Battery technical spec price bga 86 msa 220 c-b

ap 300 S 1.8Kg  .  36V / 7.2aH  .  281Wh €239 Up to 21 mins Up to 48 mins

All AP batteries are compatible with the AL 101, AL 300 and AL 500 charger units.

Recommended powertool & battery run times

Powered by 36 V Lithium-Ion batteries. The compact and light design of the batteries 
results in a low tool weight during use, making the system a versatile choice for a variety of 
gardening tasks. 

Powered by 36 V Lithium-Ion batteries that offer constant power and delivering impressive 
run times. AP System tools offer an economical solution to professional work.

Lightweight, quiet and efficient, 
each machine in the COMPACT 
battery range is effortless to con-
trol yet powerful enough to take 
on the tougher garden tasks. 
With battery power made by 
STIHL, you’ll be ready for any 
challenge.

16

Recommended powertool & battery run times



AR BACKPACK BATTERIES

AL CHARGERS

A comparison of battery charging times

Battery technical spec price BGA 100

ar 1000 5.5Kg  .  36V / 16.6aH  .  626Wh €899 Up to 45 mins

ar 2000 7.8Kg  .  36V / 21.8aH  .  916Wh €1,100 Up to 60 mins

ar 3000 L 9.5Kg  .  36V / 41.2aH  .  1.520Wh €1,899 Up to 95 mins

Battery

al 100 
standard charger
0.7kg . 220-240v . 1.3 amps

al 300 
quick charger
1.2kg . 220-240v . 1.3 amps

al 500 
quick charger
1.3kg . 220-240v . 1.3 amps

ap 100 90 mins 50 mins 35 mins

ap 200 165 mins 55 mins 35 mins

ap 300 250 mins 75 mins 35 mins

AR 2000 not recommended 250 mins 130 mins

ar 3000 not recommended 300 mins 160 mins

Backpack lithium-ion batteries with big capacity for longer running times. 
Sturdy housing with base and charge level indicator (six LEDs), comfort-
able and ergonomically harness with integrated carry handle and rain 
protection cover. 

STIHL batteries can be charged with either the AL 100 standard charger or the AL 300 respecitively AL 500 quick 
charger. Each charger features a different charging capacity (Watt). The quick chargers have active cooling for even 
faster charging. In addition, the AL 500 features a housing base for wall mounting. When used for prolonged periods 
- by professional gardeners, for example - it is advisable to use two batteries to save time.

www.stihl.ie 17

€59 €119 €169



Forest plus 
chain oil

ForestPlus is suitable for use with all chainsaws. 
ForestPlus delivers reliable chain lubrication and no 
resin build up, even during prolonged down times.

PART NUMBER PRICE

0781 5166 002 (5L) €19.99

0781 5166 001 (1L) €9.99

PART NUMBER PRICE

0781 5162 002 (5L) €24.99

0781 5162 000 (1L) €10.99

synth plus 
chain oil

Semi synthetic high performance lubricant is made 
from high grade base oils (refined oils) which prevents 
resinification during prolonged downtimes.

STIHL 
chain & 
engine OIl 

Quality fuel specially formulated to keep
your STIHL running strong.

Chain oil is an essential item to be 
used with all chained petrol garden 
equipment.

Engine oil provides exceptional 
lubrication and cleanliness to your 
petrol machine.

18



PART NUMBER PRICE

0000 890 5004 (Oil) €16.99

0000 890 5005 (Fuel) €15.99

PART NUMBER PRICE

0000 881 0111 €36.99

combi can
twin canister

UN approved. Twin canister for 5 
litres of fuel and 3 litres of chain oil. 

combi canister
spout

HP 1 litre
STANDARD

HP 1 litre
MEASURE

HP 5/10 litre
MEASURE

HP ONE SHOTs

For pouring fuel and oil from your 
combination canister into your tools.

PART NUMBER PRICE

HP 0781 319 8410 €10.99

HP-SUPER 0781 319 8053 €12.99

PART NUMBER PRICE

HP 0781 319 8401 €2.99

HP-SUPER 0781 319 8052 €3.49

HP-ULTRA 0781 319 8060 €3.99

PART NUMBER PRICE

HP 0781 319 8411 €12.99

HP-SUPER 0781 319 8054 €16.99

HP-ULTRA 0781 319 8061 €19.99

PART NUMBER PRICE

HP 5 LITRE
0781 319 8433

€39.99

HP-ULTRA 5 LITRE
0781 319 8063

€89.99

HP 10 LITRE
0781 319 8434

€79.00

STIHL HP guarantees lubrication and 
protection from wear and thus helps 
to prolong engine life. It works reli-
ably with little carbonization. STIHL 
HP leaves only a small amount of resi-
due in the engine during combustion. 
That avoids pre-ignition, uncontrolled 
combustion and spark plug failure. 
The engine retains its efficiency for a 
long time.

Protection, day after day.



2-in-1 File
Holder

File holders keep saw chains sharp for fast cutting.

File
Holder

flat file

filing vice
s260

filing vice
l700

Round File
2 pack

5605 750 .... 5605 750 ....

0814 252 3356

0000 881 0402 0000 881 0403

5605 772 ....
0000 893 6401

€49.99 €9.99

€4.99

€23.99 €32.99

€5.99

Filing vices make filing easy. Securely holds chain saw 
while cutters are filed. Mounts on any stump or log.

CHAINSAW
ACCESSORIES

2-in-1 flat file
replacement
0814 252 3001

€9.99

visit 
stihl.ie
to see our 
full range of 
accessories.



wedge & ring felling wedge

nylon wedge Aluminium wedge Cleaving Hammer

alum. splitting
wedge0000 890 9200 0000 881 2201

0000 881 22.. 0000 881 222. 0000 881 2009

0000 881 2221

€46.99 €10.99

19cm  €12.99 600g  €34.99

€48.99
23cm  €19.99 800g  €46.99

25cm  €23.99 1000g  €54.99

€57.99

www.stihl.ie 21

STIHL has developed tools for 
everyone interested in perform-
ing regular and professional 
maintenance on their cutting 
attachments from the simple 
manual filing tool to the uni-
versal sharpening tool for saw 
chains, circular saw blades and 
hedge trimmer blades.

Perfect for 
professional 
cutting 
attachment 
maintenance



PERSONAL
PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT



Lightweight helmet with a large nylon 
visor. SNR24. Complies with EN 352, 
EN 397, EN 1731.

Newly designed lightweight helmet 
for landscaping and gardening use. 
SNR28/30. Complies with EN 352, 
EN 397, EN 1731.

Vented helmet with slim profile ear 
protectors for comfort and mobility. 
SNR27. 

Design A / Class 1 protection. 
Breathable material that is very 
comfortable to wear. Complies with 
EN 381. Sizes available (inches): 23-31, 
31-34, 34-38.

Design A / Class 1 protection. Made 
from ultra-light, extremely breathable 
AVERTIC™ pro lite cut protection. 
Complies with BS EN 381. Sizes avail-
able (inches): 28-31, 31-34, 34-38, 
43-45.

Made from waterproof, elastic and 
durable material. Outer fabric: 100% 
polyester, coating: 100% polyurethane. 
Sizes available: S, M, L, XL, XXL.

Rough tread, self-cleaning, non-slip 
rubber profile soles. Rubber body with 
tie. Reflective band. Sole suitable for 
spikes. BS EN ISO 17249, cut resis-
tance Class 3. Sizes available (UK): 
9, 9.5, 10.5, 11, 12.

High quality leather, with high grip 
soles and breathable textile lining. 
Protects against moisture, wear and 
abrasion. EN 17249, protection class 
1 and EN 20345 S2. Sizes available 
(UK): 9, 9.5, 10.5, 11, 12.

Highly comfortable with leather/tex-
tile combination and elastic knitted 
cuff, cut protection in the back of 
both gloves. EN Protection Class 0. 
Sizes available: M, L, XL

€42.99 €75.99 €92.99

€119.99 €215.00 €89.99

€119.99 €169.99 €39.99

function
basic helmet

dynamic
ergo helmet

advance
vent helmet

function
trousers

advance
x-light trousers

duroflex
waterproof jacket

SPECIAL
rubber chainsaw boot

function
leather chainsaw boot

function
cut retardant gloves

0000 888 0810 0000 888 0808 0000 888 0801

0088 342 15.. 0088 342 14.. 0088 554 02..

0088 493 00.. 0088 532 04.. 0088 610 01..

NEW NEW

www.stihl.ie 23



Small fitting. Made from warm, soft polyester fibre, 
protects against the cold whilst offering absolute 
ease of movement. Sizes available: S, M, L, XL, 
XXL.

Made from a soft 60% cotton and 40% polyester 
blend, adapts to the wearer’s shape while always 
looking relaxed and casual. Sizes available: S, M, 
L, XL, XXL.

Light grey, with a round neck and 90% cotton and 
10% viscose construction, this t-shirt features the 
STIHL lettering in three colours. Sizes available: 
S, M, L, XL, XXL.

€29.99

€36.99

€19.99

fleece jacket

sweatshirt

t-shirt

0420 910 00..

0420 900 03..

0420 900 01..

STIHL
BRAND
SHOP



For a vintage look. 100% cotton 
five-panel cap in blue and olive, made 
from fine corduroy with an INTO THE 
WOODS front badge. With snapback 
size adjustment. One size available.

Grey/Orange. Made from a dou-
ble-faced jersey, 55% cotton, 45% 
polyester composition, with embossed 
axes on the chest and STIHL TIMBER-
SPORTS® “KISS MY AXE” badge on the 
sleeve. Sizes available: S, M, L, XL, XXL

100% cotton. A leather label with a 
LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE logo 
adorns the front of this baseball cap. 
With metal clasp for size adjustment. 
One size available.

Black baseball cap, made from 
polyester with a large, embroidered 
STIHL logo. One size available.

Black, jacquard knitted scarf made 
from polyacrylic with knitted-in STIHL 
TIMBERSPORTS® logo and axes in 
orange and white. One size available.

Features a “CHAINSAWS” motif on 
the front and STIHL branding. It’s the 
perfect item to keep your head warm 
in winter. Made from 70% polyacrylic 
and 30% wool. One size available.

€26.99

€9.99 €39.99 €26.99 €129.99

€79.99

€26.99

€9.99

€22.99

€29.99

‘wood’ cap

beer glasses
set of two

brushcutter
toy

chainsaw
toy

balance bike
kids

‘Axe’ Hoodie

‘nature’ cap

baseball cap

timbersports scarf

‘chainsaws’ beanie

0420 140 0003

0464 767 0010 0464 937 0000 0464 934 0000 0464 944 0000

0420 140 0004

0464 015 0030 0420 520 06..

0420 560 0002

0420 240 0001

www.stihl.ie 25



ROBOTIC LAWN MOWERS

self
charging

mulching
function

lawns up to
1 acre

mobile
connectivity



find your local iMOW® dealer at: stihl.ie



HERE TO HELP:
YOUR STIHL
APPROVED DEALER
Autumn / Winter Savings Now On. 
Only at your local participating STIHL approved 
dealer. Your STIHL dealer knows exactly which ap-
plications a STIHL product is best suited to and will 
be happy to share valuable tips on using and caring 
for your tools.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
AND ADVICE, VISIT
WWW.STIHL.IE

The details in the promotional brochure are current from publication date. Every effort has been made to ensure the information contained in the brochure is correct at the time of print 
however no responsibility can be accepted for any errors, omissions or alteration to specifications and or prices. All pricing and Offers valid for a limited time only and while stocks last. 
Andreas STIHL AG & Co. KG  does not make any representations as to the prices charged by a STIHL Authorised dealer and prices stated are recommended prices only. Due to a
policy of continuous development, a STIHL Authorised dealer reserves the right to alter the information stated in this brochure,  specifications and prices without  further notice. 
Images are for illustration purposes only. Subject to availability and through participating dealers only. Standard Terms and conditions apply which are available in-store on request.


